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WEATHER
Today:Partly Cloudy
High 91, Low 75
Saturday: Scattered T-Storms
High 85, Low 67
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The Student Voice of Howard University Since 1924
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Freshmen Move In, Storm Moves Out
BY LAUREN STEPHENS

WV• ',,..,Ch•: hiJ::•;r:i; ;:' '•: . '.' ..

A Snapshot of the Class of 2008
Applicants: 9,000

Hiiitop Staff Writer

arkened skies and sporadic showers as a result
of Hurricane Charley
welcomed the Class of 2008 as
they arrived at the Mecca on
Saturday.
The freshmen and their
parents were met by a number
of student organizations, staff
and upperclassmen who volunteered to ensure that this year's
move-in went as smoothly as
possible.
"Everyone has been really great," said Maureen Suggs
of No1th Carolina, whose son,
Javod, is a resident of Drew
Hall. "A lot of kids have been
here to help us out. I really don't
have any complaints."
. Those who were involved
with the freshmen arrival during previous years agree that
JOt'd•n Colb<rt - As.<t. Phoco Edllor
the process was niore organized Freshman move-in was not marred by scattered showers that were remnants of Hurricane Charley.
and efficient than in years past.
is a prominent target for terror- said Victor McLen1ore ofAtlanta,
Many
upperclassmen more organized in general."
In addition to the scheduled ist attacks, some parents found whose daughter Alana will be
like senior Lenny Lavergne, a
Campus Pal, were pleased with move-in, Residence Life spon- leaving their child in the city living in the Quad.
this year's organization of fresh- sored cookouts outside each of a source of stress, while others
"Howard just happens to be
"
the
freshmen
dorms
to
welcome
were
taking
it
in
stride.
man move m.
in the nation's capital, and that
the
parents
and
students
into
"I'm
not
worried
at
all
"It's been way smoother
will always be a concern. Any
because wherever you are, there
than last year. They have a good the Howard family.
· See MOVE IN, Campus 4
Because Washington, D.C. are going to be terrorist threats,"
setup with the cars and it's much
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••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Acceptartce rate: 45%-46%
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Students who accepted admission: 1,604

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Female: 68.2%

•••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••
Male: 31.8%

• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

18-years-old and under: 94.3%

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
19-· to 21-years-old: 4.5%
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Average SAT score: l 090-1100

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Average ACT score: 22-23

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Average high school G.P.A.: 3.3 on 4.0 scale

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Top Majors: Biology; Journalism; Management;

Marketing; Nursing; Political Science; Psychology; and
Radio-Television-Film

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Domestic students: 93o/o
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
International students: 5.8%

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Nations represented: more than 20
Note: Statistics are preliminary figures. Final numbers
will not be completed until mid-semester. Information
provided by the Office of the Provost and compiled by
Hilltop staff writer Ayesha Rascoe.

Freshmen Pinned with Promise to Succeed
BY CHARREAH JACKSON

(Len to Right): Shura D. 'fn) tor. Can1pus/Onllnc Cd11or. I-Ile Photo'

(Left to Right): Howard legend J-Roc; HUSA President Conrad Woody Howard University
President H. Patrick Swygert.

People and Places to Know at HU
AS TOLD TO LAUREN STEPHENS

Administration "A" Building: Become
acquainted with the various offices within the
administration building, especially student
Greetings Class of 2008,
accounts and financial aid. It is always good to
Did you know the average college student has know the people who handle your finances.
only four years to create and solidify relationships
Community Directors: Dorm directors
with those people who will potentially influence are in charge of each dorm and its daily operathem for the rest of their lives? This group of tions. They control visitation, dorm policies, and
people cover every facet and level of the Howard oversee your general well-being while under their
University family.
watch.
After a week of partying and socializing in a
Academic Advisors: The academic advinew environment, it's time to get down to busi- sors in each school are in place to help with
ness. The following is a list of people and places all academic concerns, including adding and
to get familiar with at Howard University.
dropping classes, changing majors, and eventuH. P atrick Swygert, Esq.: The President
of the University-enough said.
See PEOPLE, Campus 4
Hilltop Staff Writer

student," Swygert said. "We hospitality."'
Asst. Campus Editor
don't reward quietness. Every
Although freshmen were
person on this campus has an the focal point of the pinning
Freshn1en have not started attitude. An attitude of leader- ceremony, their parents proudclasses, but they were schooled ship, truth and advocacy."
Jy stood by and watched.
. ,_
on the cat call of the Campus
For many students, the
"This program just adds to
Pals, the excitement of the event marked the beginning of the kind of support everybody
band and the white wave of their acclimation into Howard.
has provided, which has made
the Howard alma mater, at
"This evening was incredi- me really comfortable leavthe Welcoming and Pinning ble," said Mark Cox, a freshman ing my son," parent Roderick
Cere1nony held Saturday eve- sociology major. "I feel like I Pinheiro said. "The (University]
ning.
am a h11e part of the family. As president is awesome and
As the official beginning of brother Malcolm [X] would say,
the Class of 2008's tenure at 'I have never felt such sincere
See CEREMONY, Campus 4
Howard, the program not only
welcomed the freshmen to the
Bison family, but also charged
them to continue the rich legacy
of the University.
Rain did not stop the ceren1ony from starting early at
approximately 6:40 p.m.
Cramton Auditorium filled
to capacity, creating the need for
overflow rooms in Ira Aldridge
Theater and the Blackburn
Ballroon1.
Howard
University
President H. Patrick Swygert
greeted students with the
fact that Howard stood up to the
reputation that precedes it and
infonned freshmen about the
student body they have joined.
Krbu11 Knla~• • Pl"''"IJUph<f
"There is no such thing as As a new tradition, freshmen place the responsibility of success
an uninvolved, quiet Howard upon each other with their official Class of 2008 pin.

Campus Pals Bring Fun to First Week
BY CHARREAH JACKSON

major. " It made me feel a little
However, some students
more at ease being so far away are unenthusiastic about sharfrom home and I appreciated ing their Pal with n1any other
Spo1ting navy blue t-shirts it."
students.
and s1niles, Campus Pals greetThe Pals wrote introduc"I didn't like the fact that
ed the Class of 2008 as they tory letters to their assigned 20 people were assigned to
unpacked their bags and pre- students over the summer, but my Pal," said Erika Dawkins,
pared for their Howard jour- freshmen officially met their a freshman physchology major.
ney.
1nentor Sunday evening at a "It seemed in1personal and she
While so1ne student leaders 111eet and greet. Even with des- didn't really take the time to get
and even President H. Patrick ignated Pals, freshmen were to know me."
Swygert belonged to the Pal encouraged to reach out to the
With over 50 members, the
legacy, one question remains: entire crew.
student organization is known
Do campus pals live up to their
"I feel like I can talk to any around campus for its selechype?
of then1," said Kim Miller, a tive process in choosing new
"My ca1npus pal introduced freshman pre-pharmacy major. members that can demonstrate
me to people from my home- "I think all the campus pals are a strong dedication to ensuring
town," said Chris Newsome, a relaxed, laid back and easy to
freshman mechanical engineer talk to."
See PAL, Campus 4

Asst. Campus Editor

Jordan Colbttt • A)'it Photo EclJtor

Campus Pals mingled with the entire freshman class, not limiting themselves to their assigned
students. With signature shirts, Pals were easy to identify in large crowds.
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•
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Do you want to
know about the
''Urea?'' See
inside...
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The road to Dream
Team gold began
Sunday. Find out
niore ...
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New Students Face
Adjustment, Stress

A Guide to Maximizing
The Freshman Experience
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

When new students embark
upon their first year of college, it
may seem as though four years
·will last an eternity.
Some students may want to
gain a strong hold on campus life
and become involved, productive scholars. Others may wish to
ex'Perience all \Vashington, D.C.
has to offer for young, independent souls. Despite the accomplishments during successful
high school careers, college is a
different game and presents different opportunities and responsibilities.
Below is a list of helpful hints
that can lead to a me1norable college experience.
Get to Know Advisers
Advisers can be lifesavers
when it comes to graduation
clearances. Introduce yourself to
them before the end of your first
semester. Getting to know them
could prove beneficial in the long
run during your time in college,
Students relax on the Yard between classes.
as well as after graduation.
Mingle on the Yard Friday
Find a Husband or \Vife
at Noon
For at least one spring semester, stu\Vith a 2-to-1 female-to-male ratio on
dents should avoid scheduling classes at campus, it may be difficult for both sexes
noon on Fridays. It is during this time to navigate the waters of eligible candithat the Yard is at its peak and provides dates for marriage. However, with a little
entertainn1ent and "networking" oppor- effort and patience, this can be accom
tunities for those scholars who find them- plished before your four, five or six years
selves overwhelmed by class work.
are completed at the !Mecca.
Meet lvith Professors
Have Fun/Enjoy the City
Professors have office hours for a reaWashington, D.C. is the main artery
son. They are here to help students with of the United States. The public transquestions and concerns they may have portation system, knO\Vll as the Metro, is
pertaining to schoolwork, or life in gener- among the best in the world. Take time
al. Many professors at Howard have years to explore the different features that the
of experience in their respective fields, city has to offer its visitors, including the
and are more than happy to impart their Smithsonian museums, the me1norials,
knowledge upon their students.

relaxed," she said.
Students should also find
Hilltop Staff Writer
their own ways to relax by doing
I lon1esickness, classroom things they enjoy.
For instance, when, freshanxieties, financial woes and
other isstles often associated man biology major Jesusen1en
with freshman year can combine Edoro feels overwhelmed, she
to make a student's first year at just takes a nap.
"[When I get stressed),
college seem ovenvhelming.
As the Class of 2008 I sleep," Edoro said. "I do not
begins their journey at Howard watch TV or anything. Then, I
University, one thing almost wake up refreshed."
Freshman biology 1najor
every student is likely to encounTali Gabrid tound relief during
ter is str• •ss.
Salida \Vilson, a freshman the move-in process b) organizpolitical science major, found ing her dorm room.
-setting up my room made
the process of moving into her
me feel more comfortable,"
dormitory nerve-wracking.
"I had to travel all the way she said. l\1aking a reasonable
from South Carolina," Wilson schedule of tasks that need to be
said. "Just getting packed and accomplished and sticking to it
can allow individuals to feel in
unpacked was very stressful."
In addition to dealing with control and less weighed down
the logistics of relocating, Wilson by responsibilities.
Roland Byrd, Assistant
is also uneasy about beginning
' Director of the Center for
her coll".'ge career.
"You just do not know what Academic Reinforcement (CAR),
urges students to make detailed,
to expect," she said.
Nickole Scott, director realistic schedules that account
of training at the University for every hour of the day. He
Counseling Center, has dealt also says the schedules should
with many students like Wilson be flexible.
"The key to time managewho are strained by their college
ment is not to stretch (yourself]
arrival.
"Stress is when pressure too thin," B}Td said.
For students who have an
from the outside makes a person
feel tense on the inside," Scott especially hard time adjusting
said. ··n is a response to any to the college experience with
strong feelings of sadness or
change- good or bad."
Although stress is unavoid- nervousness that do not go away
able, it is not impossible to and interfere with a person's
daily activities. Seo~ diagnoses
beat
The fight against stress, them with Ne\\ Stu lent Blues
however, should not involve (NSB).
"If you feel overwhelmed
drugs or alcohol, which Scott
feel free to talk to people at the
says intensifies the stress.
She recommends using counseling center," she said.
physical activities such as swimming, walking or breathing exercises to help alleviate tension.
"It is just about impossible
to be stressed if the body is

BY AY ESHA RASCOE

and Frederick Douglass' home.
Go to the Library
While college is the time to
build life-long relationships, it
is also the time to build a lifelong thirst for knowledge. The
Undergraduate Library, better
kno\vn as "Club UGL" during
finals time especially, does not
promote Howard's ideal of excellence. Besides, Founders Library
is the place where Thurgood
Marshall penned his brief for the
landmark Supreme Court case,
Brown v. Board.
Join State Clubs
Providing common ground for
those students who have traveled
from all over the world to attend
Howard, state clubs give students
the opportunity to connect with
others from their respective h01ne
states. However, students may
explore other state clubs if they
seek to develop relationships with
people from other geographical
locations.
Call Hom e
Although many students are
busy enjoying their new independence, mom, dad, or a guardian would still appreciate being
filled in on the student's new life
adventures. Drop a line home once or
twice a week, to let them know you are still
spending their money.
Get
Involved
lvith
the
Surrounding Community
\\'ith educ;ition comt·s responsibility. Howard prides itself on its 1notto of
Leadership for America and the Global
Community." This is a responsibility that
should not be taken lightly. The university
and the surrounding area provide numerous volunteer opportunities for students
to get involved. Who knows, volunteering
may even lead to a chance meeting with
that future husband or wife.

I Pals Create Haven for Incoming International Students
of whom who have never been to the and start school," Lequay said.
For some students, the process of
United States.
Campus Editor
"This is the first time I left home," entering Howard as an international
This student organization gives said freshman Ronne! Pinheiro from student is more difficult than it is for
others.
advice to newcomers about classes, Trinidad and Tobago.
"It's strenuous," said Jevon
"This is a new experience for me.
health services and how tc prevent
deportation. They party and proc ss The paper.vork is very complex and Carrington, a fresbm ..n architecture
imn1igration paperwork. socialize with confusing but the I Pals n1akc the pro- majorfron1 Trinidad and Tobago. ''Some
things are not necessary because all the
students, and assign social security cess a little less tedious."
Soyini McCatty, a student worker forms have the same information. It's
numbers.
They are the International Pals (I within the ISS office, also appreciates not the easiest thing in the world."
I lowever, Carrington said the I Pals
Pals), and they welcome students from the I Pals' assistance.
"They're very helpful because we were very helpful.
overseas to America and to Howard
"They gave hints about classes,
have a lot of students coming into the
University.
"We're kind oflike Campus Pals, but office with a lot of questions and we health information and where to go and
we get a little n1ore in depth with inter- only have four people working Lin ISS]," where not to go [to socialize]," he said.
Alina Kaliyeva, a freshman
national students," said Kyle Lequay, a McCatty said. "They help with processjunior business m,111agement major and ing the actual imn1igration, talk to stu- from Kazakhstan, finds entering the
Univer-;ity as an international student
dents and give advice "
I Pals coordinator.
To keep the internation'll students bearable and 1s looking forward to life
"We create. files for them in
International Student Services (ISS) feeling welcomed, the I Pals host events at the t-.lecca.
"It's not so frustrating as it looks or
with a copy of their passport, visa and throughout the year in addition to the
I-20 form. We give them information orientation events such as speak-outs, as it should be,- she said. "(I'm excited
on what needs to be done for their stay Sports Day and Global Community about] finding friends and getting the
education that I'm looking for."
at Howard and where the) need to go to \Veek.
While the I Pals work with domes"We also work with other stutake care of certain issues."
For about 20 years, I Pals have dent organizations such as the African tic students as well, Lequay, a native
teamed with ISS to make internation- Student Association and the Caribbean of Trinidad and Tobago, stresses the
al students feel at home, away from Student Association, but the bulk of in1portance of paying special attention
home. This year, during the two weeks our work is done during orientation to international students.
"\Ve have a whole bunch of ·egulaof 01 ientatic. n, be 28 I Pals 1ssist about bee. use we have [numerous] reqt 1re250 students with their inquiries, many ments to fulfill before we can register tions and rules that prevent us from
BY MELANIE R. HOL MES

•

•
•
\l.\rknt lla•lhront' •SW! I~

After providing valuable information on life at Howard, International Pals enjoy
fun and games with international students in the Blackburn recreation room.

achieving things," he said. ··we have to
watch our back because any little slip
up and we could get deported, so ifs
important to have someone to look out

for [international students] being in a
new country."

What will you do to contribute to the Howard legacy?
-1\

\I

\

I\

Christopher Oba1nc
FrcshmHn
Finance

Lakaia Painter
Freshn1un
Undecided

''l lclp the black con1rnunity and the less
fortunate.,.

"Once I get 1ny rnajor di:cidcd. I'll
spread the word about how great Howard
is. socially and l!ulturally."

\'1)1( I~ \Ml\ 11·1\S IJ) M 11<1 I -.111 \\\ lllMO~E

Nicole Todd
Freshman
Undecided

Neville Le,vin
Frcshn1a n
Con1putcr Engineering

"Try 10 1nake cveryonc as co111fo11ablc as
poss1'ble...

I

I

"Always be involved <1ca<lcrnic<1lly und
socially."
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New Students and all Returning Students

from the Division of Student Affairs
Best Wishes for a Successful Year!
Office of the Vice Provost for Student Affairs
Johnson Administration Bldg. Suite 201

Counseling and Career Services
C.B. Powell Building

Intercollegiate Athletics
Burr Gymnasium

Residence Life
Tubman Quadrangle

Special Student Services
Howard Center Suite 725

Student Life and Activities
Blackburn Center
Franklin D. Chambers, II PhD
'
Vice Provost for Student Affairs
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New Students Find Guidance in Upperclassmen
BY SHARA D. TAYLOR
Campi" On/mt' Editor

For many students, collc~c
signifies the bcgmnmg of adulthood, the period during which they
attempt to define themselves as
individuals who no longer solely
depend on their parents for support.
Because this newfound freedom often crosses paths with confusion and un.::ertainty, peer mentors play a sign iii cant role in the
shaping of a new student's collegiate experience.
The School of Business' 21st
Century Advantage Program
(21 CAP) and the School of
Communications' newly created
mentor progran1 aim to bridge
the gap between high school and
college.
Each program offers new
students the opportunity to
becorr e involved in campus life

while lending them the guidance
they need to ensun• a successful
matriculation through Howard
University.
Within the School of
Business, the new class is divided into tea1ns that give them an
understanding of the in1portancc
of teamwork in the business
world. The teams arc headed by
teatn leaders, who have undergone 15 weeks of leadership
training and are usually secondycar business students.
Sophomore international business major, Dwight Ramsey who
serves as a managemi:nt co-team
leader, views his position as a link
for new students to make a smooth
transition into college life.
"Being a team leader takes a
[great deal] of work, dedication,
patience and time," Ramsey said.
"It's important that your ultimate
goal as a team le ider 1s not to
build your resume. but to 'lSsist

Shara 0. T1\I

l

0

EJ v

Freshmen learn the basics of class registration from School of C
mentors Benjamin Brown (left) and Kadia Edwards (right).

the new students coming in. Rather
than helping them on just a technical lc\cl, v.e help them on a more
emotional ind men,111 lc\el ''
Trevor Prince, who co-leads a
team with Ramsey, agrees.
"Not only are wc here to help
freshmen make a successful transition into the University, but we help
them to adapt to [Howard]. not just
to the administration but to each
other," said Prince, a sophomore
maJoring in finance.
Throughout the school yeur, the
teams are required to participate in
skill bmld111g activities such as networking events. resume workshops
and corporate site ,·isits. The teams
<'•so prepare presentations that are
given in front of the business orientation class.
Across campus, the School of
Communications held its first mentor orientation session to mfon11
its ne\> students of the act1vll1cs
"11hin the school and ups for beating the rcg1strat ion blues.
Coachmg students on hO\\ to
select classes and become involved
within their school and the campus at large, the mentors provided
assistance to approximately 200
students.
Mentor Asia Sutherland. who
is a junior television production
major, believes that she can make
a positive impact on the freshmen
class.
"I think that this is a good
opportunit) to connect with the
incoming freshmen and answer any
questions they have about classes
or teachers they want or need to
take,.. Sutherland said.
Fr.:shman radio-telcvis1on-film

Sha"' 0. Ta) lor • t·.unpu• ()nltnc fd1tor

School of Business team leaders Dwight Ramsey (right) and Trevor Prince (center) listen as team
member David McKinnon (left) gives a speech on networking.
rnaJOr Joy Young appreciates the
presence of experienced mentors.
"I think the orientation program was very helpful," she said.
"I have already selected my classes,
but I still had some questions. J am
glad the mentors [were] here."
School of Communications
Vice-President Kadia Edwards,
who fom1ed the mentor program,
would like to sec more students
participate as mentors. Edwards
said that a mentor can be any upperclassman who is willing to take on
the r.:sponsibility of mentoring new
students.
"l am \cry happy with
the \vay the mentors showed up
and represented the School of

Communications, but a lot of people still do not ~ nO\\ about the>
program," she said.
There arc currently 60-70 mentors in the program, each assigned
to no more than three mentees. The
mentors are required to spend one
to five hours with their mentees
each week.
"If a person is a part of the
School of Communications, there
is no reason why [he or she] would
not want to be a mentor, and as a
freshman, there is no reason why [a
person] would not want to be mentored," Edwards said. "But we are
not forcing 11 on anybody.
As a Ie11 of th"' School of
Communications' ~tudent council,

a number of actintics have been
planned .as part llf the mentor program. including a student rally and
n freshmen barbequc.
Bernadette Williams, director
of21 CAP, wants all Howard freshmen to foci as though they have
been brought into a family.
Citing Colin Powell's motto of
"one team. one family, one mission," \V11liams believes each member of the Howard community has a
responsibility to one another.
"No matter if we arc talkmg about communications or the
School of Business, our mission
is 'hatever President II. Patrick
Swygert wants us lO do," she said.
"We arc all in this together."

Parents Leave New Bison

Ceremony Inspires Students

MOVE IN, from Campus 1

CEREMONY, from Campus 1

major city is likely to be the target of terrorisn1. You can't live
your life in fear. Otherwise. you
·von't go anywhere."
Despi•e
the
inclement
weather, the freshmen were in
good spirits and ready to begin
their college careers and experience new things.
"Being in a city with such
a rich history just makes me
proud to be a citizen of such
a great country," said D ..J.
Johnson, a freshman acctounting major. "'I'm not reall} worrying about that. I'm trying to
have fun beyond everything.'
Unlike their parents, students seemed to pay less attention to the possible dangers
of living in such a high profile
area.
"I'm looking forward to
being in a different environment
[than] the one I came from,"
said Erica Pinkett, a freshman
majorin~ in p··ychology from
Boston.
"I came from a school that
was predominantly white and
very secluded. Even though
[Howard] is a black college, it's
much more diverse socially and
ethnically," she said.
In addition to the social

visionary. He came off as a really
warm guy, and I got the feeling
students could just drop by his
office and sec him...
For those students with
whom Swygert did not connect,
as he did with their parents, student leaders may have made a
greater in1pact.
"Mr. Howard, [Chequan
Lewis], did his thing," said
Elisabeth Prosper, a freshman
majoring in nursing.
Lewis received a standing
ovation as he rt>tnixed a cliche
phrase and challenged students
to look to their left and right and
instead of one of them not being
there at the end, to tell that person, "\\Te're going to come out of
here together."
"President Swygert came off
a little con1pctitive, but those
students who spoke see1ned very
educated and involved," Prosper
said.
Along with Lewis and
l\.iiss
Howard,
Crystal
Sumpter, Howard
University
Student Association (IIUSA)
president Conrad Woody and
vice-president Freda Henry
spoke to the Class of 2008.
Woody shared with students
the realities of school and the
tough decisions of whether or
not to sta} on the Yard on a hot
day or go to class.
As the band perforn1ed "I'm

J11rdan <-

krt. A" PhlwfJ.&1

Freshmen get aquainted with the move-in process which requires
a large of amount of patience.
benefits of Howard, students are
looking forward to the benefits
of being considered an adult.
"The best thing about the
move-in is just bt ing away from
my parents, ha dng my own
spaci<> and \>Ping on my own,"
said Richard Palmer, a freshman in the School of Business.
"Just growing up in general will
be a learning experience."
For other freshmen, moving into the dorms has been a
less-than-pleasant experience

that will require an adjustnlCnt
period that will vary frmn student to student.
"I like [Howard) and everything so far, but mv donn [Drew
Hall] is hot. Ifs just too hot. l
can't handle :t," said frcshn1a11
Devon l\Iiller, who I as not yet
declared his major.

Pals Help Ease Adjustment

K rht<I lo.nl;M.

l'boo.~

Student leaders join President Swygert in welcoming the new
class into the Howard family. Pictured (left to right) are HUSA
president and vice-president Conrad Woody and Freda Henry and
current Miss Howard Crystal Sumpter.
So Glad I Go To Howard U" majoring in mech anical engiand "Old Howard Spirit," the nccring.
organizers of the ceremony tried
"Our [pinning ccren1ony]
something nt•w. Instead of fac- was outside. and being indoors
ulty and staff pinning the fresh- this year definitely made it n1ore
men, the Class of 2008 pinned rntimate. The progran1 was
each other, signifying their com- inspirational, m otivational, and
1nitment to one another to sue- reconnected me. Thumbs up,"
ceed.
he said.
Freshmen and their parThe \Velcon1ing and Pinning
ents were not the only attendees Cerc1nony for the Class of 2008
impressed by the pinning cer- reminded man) frcshtnen why
emony.
they chose Howard. as they pre"I feel like I joined the pare to carry on the school's
Howard family all over again," mantle and heritage.
said Amilcar l\.1urray, a junior

PAL, from Campus 1

much," said Nia Barge,
a freshman majoring in
a good orientation for communications. "Wait
freshmen. Many of this until you get maybe two
year's Pals still remem- years under your belt,
ber their own experi- than you can tell me."
ence with Campus Pals
Freshmen are not
when they were fresh- the only students who
men. "They blew my look fonvard to orientamind when thev carried tion we· k.
my stuft,.. said Tanicsha
Along with moving
"Lost in Translation" in early, many Campus
Henry, a Carnpus Pal Pals look forward to
and sophomore major- seven days of ongoing
ing in adn1inistration of festivities.
justice. "I wanted to do
"I joined Campus
for other freshman what Pals because I wanted to
the Campus Pals did for relive freshman orienme, so people fall in love tation again and again,"
with Howard ...
said Aaron "Wanksta"
For some freshmen, Bonner, a junior majorthe idea of sophomores ing in architecture. "I
like Henr1 assisting really have a passion for
them in orientation was reaching back and helpa bit disappointing as ing someone else along
they only had one year the way, the same way I
of experience at the was helped.''
University.
"The Campus Pals
that were sophomores
acted like they knew so

Who's Who at Howard U
PEOPLE, from Campus 1

\larltn~ lhtMlhn1nc

~1111

t• ""'n~r,1j'lber

Campus Pals offered freshman orientation
packages, which included this nylon bag.

tiquing, and proper etiquette
for interviews. Also, look for
ally graduation approval. Check info1mation about the annuwith them to 1nake sure you are al job fairs that bring the top
on the right track towards grad- recruiters in various fields to the
uation.
University lookinv for students
HUSA Officers: Conrad to fill internship and job open\Voocly and Freda Henry arc the ings.
president and vice-president,
J-Roc: A legend in his own
respectively, of t11e Howard right, some people are just good
University Student Association to know. Known for his signa(HUSA). They are the figure- ture dance moves, J-Roc, short
heads of student government, for J-Rocket, is an icon around
which serves as the voice of campus.
the undergraduate and graduOther helpful tips:
ate student bodies. HUSA also
-Memorize your student ID
oversees and funds many of the number. It will be required on
university-recognized st11dcnt everything from financial papers
organizations.
to your English homework
Career Services Office
-Keep copies of all imporand Center for Professional tant documents. With a school
Development: Both offic- as big as Howard, it is easy for
es, located in the School of things to get lost in the shuffle.
Communications and the School
-Meet upperclassmen in
of Business, respectively, are your respective school and get to
great resources for internships, know t11em. They can give you
job plaec1ncnt, resume cri- hints about how things work,

teachers, and classes.
-When bu}ing books, try to
find people who have already
taken your class and buy or borro\ · their books. If you 1nust go
to the bookstore, get there early
and look for used books berause
they arc alw. ys chec.per. Also
use the Internet to find good
deals on tell."tbooks.
-Look for signs that advertise various events sponsored
by student organizations. Get
involved in all aspects of the
Howard community.
These are some of the important things to know early in your
freshman year. Everything else
you can pick up as you go along
and never be afraid to ask any
and all questions. Good luck and
have a great freshman year!
Sincerely,

The l-Iilltop
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Surviving the First Year
HU

University Easing Graduate
School Students' Transition
BY KENNETH E. MAXEY II
Hi/I/op Staff Writer

As the 2004-2005 school year begins at
Howard University, it is always inspirational
and exciting to know that there are so many
things to do at the Mecca as graduate students.
The incoming graduate and professional
students h.1ve many things to look forward
to this year. Howard University President H.
Patrick Swyge1t and Vice Provost of Student
Affairs Franklin Chambers have worked
diligently and made a conscious effort to
assure that students are given opportunity
and assistance coupled with the family experience that Howard has been giving its students since.
Patricia Cole, Graduate School director
of mentoring and professional development,
said that peer mentoring program is committed to providing the incoming graduate
students with a valuable e.xperience through
helping inco1ning graduate students become
more acclimated to Howard.
"The objective of the peer mentoring
is to encourage returning graduate students
to assist the new students so they can reach
their potential in the first year," Cole said.
Cole also added that any graduate and
professional students are able to pa1ticipate
in the program.
One of the most important services provided to international graduate students is
International Student Services (ISS). Led
by Grace Ansah, ISS provides immigration
counseling, cultural adjustment programming, personal counseling and intercultural
prog,rams. Anita Nahal. coordinator for the
international affairs and women's studies
certificate programs and Sasakawa Young
Leaders Fellowship Fund, is another person
who provides support for international programs.

"Keeping the university mission in mind,
lhe Graduate school is an active advocate
of building leaders for the global community," Nahal said. Through our students,
faculty and administrators, Howard strives
to achieve diversity and multiculturalism."
One of the most important elements to
a successful and rewarding experience while
at Howard is to be involved. with student
organizations. While many organizations
seem to go unnoticed among graduate and
professional students, every department has
a student organization that provides each
and every student with the opportunity to
congregate together outside the classroo1n.
The Graduate Student Assen1bly (GSA) is the
un1brella group for the graduate and professional student organizations at Howard
University.
"As a first year pharmacy student
last year, my year would not have been
as rewarding if it weren't the friends met
at socials," said Nasir Ali, a second year
pharmacy student.
A..ll!ltl

For any additional information on how to get involved
with support or social groups
please contact student activities at 202-806-7000.
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BY TORI L. SCARBOROUGH AND KEN MAXEY
Graduate Editor and Hilltop Staff Writsr

10) Get to know the people you are in orientation with even if they are not in
your major. You never know when you may need them.
9) Don't be discouraged from the runaround that you may encounter during
this weeklong process. Chin-up. It's only to build your endurance, right?

8) Go to as many free events as you can, especially if they're serving food.

t

7) Be nice to the financial aid officers because you will need them.

6) Don't be alarmed when you see people running across the yard. They may
have just eaten in the cafeteria.
5) Do not be surprised if you find out that you are in the wrong building and
that you must travel down the hill and then return back up the hill for a piece
of paper.

4) If the computer that you are using suddenly loses all Internet
capabilities, relax. Of course, I hope you saved any information that you
were working on.
3) Beware of sidewalk advisors. Only take advice from people with
offices on the campus of Howard, and even then be careful!
2) Please don't try to drive with the big orange boot on your tire.
This means you haven't paid your overdue tickets. Welcome to
D.C.!
1) You may want to make plans to get a second or third job
because you may not receive your refund check until May!
Though some of these may seem a bit redundant and maybe
even elementary, this has helped several students' transition
into the Howard University community.
Whether your program is a year or five years, it is
up to you to make your experience in graduate/
professional school the best. Good luck and remember
what your number one priority is while in school. Keep
that in the forefront of all of your other activities and
you will graduate.

Waiting List for Graduate and Professional Student Housing Increase
BY TORI L. SCARBOROUGH

Fort Lincoln Reality l~as~ these units
through the Uni\ ersity.
Even \\ithout kno,~l dge of the
Ellington Apartn1ents. :;ome students
feel thnt Howard did an adrquatc 1ob
\\ ith pro\1ding hot ,,ing 111forrnation.
I knew about the l 1st fO\ <>rs
because I attcndl'd I low.1rd a~ an
undergraduate student huwe\
the
incon1i11g graduate students nrny not
be privy to that infonnntion if they did
not attend Howard as un underg d,''
said Bnan \\'oodward, n fir,::t )Car
graduate student oht.aning a }la';tcrs
of Arts in Educ.iltom l \dmirust.rr lion
and Policy.
"I believe that there is suffident
housing for gr.1du te :students and the
living conditions at the To\ en. re

Graduate Ed tor

\Vhile l'ach year underg1·aduatc
,::tudents are turned awa) for on-campu hou<;ing, 1nan\· gradu.1tc and pro
ffJ6sional students do not h,wc that
problem, because of the low-demand
for residence facilities.
According to Franklin Chmnhers,
ViC'.e Provost of Student Affair, and
former Dean ofRc><;idence Life, "There
is adequate on-campus gradual!.' housing because of the low-demand for
resid('nce facilities from graduate
and professional students.'" However,
for some graduate and professional
students being ;nforrned about the
options for on-can1pus housing has
been a probk•m.
Charles Gibbs, Dean of Residence
Life agreed with Chan1bers and said
that there is adequate housing for the
graduate and professional students
\\ho apply. Yet, there are waiting lists
for each of these prope1ties.
According to Larry Frelow, buildin~ 1nanager for the Howard Plaza
1 owers, "There are approximatrly 5060 student~ on the waiting list for tllc
East Towers."
Howard Unh·ersity currently has
15 housing facilities, five of which are
for the graduate student population.
Benjninin E. Mays Hall. located on
the Divinity School cmnpus, houses 35
residents. J.1ays Hall is a traditional
style, co-eel residence facility used primanly by Divinity litudents.
The Ea"t Towers houses graduate students from floors se\en to ten.
The remainder of the facility houses
undergraduate seniors, honor students, faculty, staff, single parents
'\ith children, and families. There are
currently 265 units available, with 565
graduate students residing there.
Though the options of on-campus
housing arc readily available through
the Office of Residence Life, several
stu~ent5 have found that they have
continuous!> been given the run·
around, con('erning these issues.
~Howard was not vet)' effective
with helping me find housing as a

sufficient.~

~"RLL'f

11 \\\Tllk0'f~'1 \If l'llOllX.RAPllf R

While there are a graduate and professional students on waiting lists for housing, University Officials assure
graduate and professional students that there is not a housing shortage.

Divinity student," third-year student
Vai"Ialta S. Ford said.
Ford continued, "I was told that
my option was Mays Hall, but when
I spoke with housing I was told that
there was no romn. It was not until
the School of Divinity orientation that
I spoke with s01ncone, outside of housing, who directed me to the graduate
assistant."
However, not all students shared
this scntitnent for tlle process of finding housing.
"I've enjoyed Jiving in the Towers,"

said Henry 'l'hompson, II, second year
Law student. Thotnpson went on to
say that Howard did a fair job with
infom1ing hiln about tlle options for
housing, but he also searched these
options on his own.
Another graduate housing facility. which some graduate studento.; are
unaware of, is the EllingtonAparhnents.
The apartments are ne\~ ly reno\ ,1ted
units that the University acquired two
years ago and it is located on the corner of Florida Avenue and Fifth Stre<.'t,
Northwest. The Ellington Apartments

offer 16 units of space ranging frmn
one bedromn to three bedroom apartments. Silnilar to the East To\\ers,
the Ellington Apa1tments are open
to all gradm1te and professional students who are in good standing with
the University, and faculty and staff
who are affiliated with the University.
According to Margo Stnith, the spokeswon1an for the Ellington Apartrnents
on Howard University's campus,
"There are currently no rnore openings
for these apartment units because the
spaces are filled for the school year."

For graduate students who have
relocated fron1 other areas of the counll)' who are not intcrac;ted in Jiving
on-campus. tlh'rc is still hope. On the
Howard Unh·ersity \\ehsite, under the
Office Re~idence Life page, there 1s a
referral link that proYid('s information
for off campus rental properties.
Additionally, when space~ becotnc
a,·ailable for tht' Ellington Apart1nents,
there is a referral link for off-campus
housing that pro\ides students the
information for this unit.
The other two graduate facilitiesThe 1\1anor and ·n1c Effinghan1- are no
longer accepting npplications due to
upco1ning building n'novations.
Gibbs stated that there are plans
to build inore graduate housing 111 the
future. After a sune\ from students
about housing. tn in) e>..']Jressed delight
with the availability of more graduate
housing on-campus.
1\tany new, and some returning
students arc unaware of the housing
options that arl' availabl(' to them.
Heru Heq-l\1-Ta. <l transfer, nontraditional student said, .. Howard
University was not rt'ally inforn1ative.
I always had to go the extra 111ilc \\ith
getting \\hat I needed to J..11ow I did
the n.'S('arch for the hvo facditie<;, and
l\.1ays I Iall was the better option "

..
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-CAMPUS SERVICESOn behalfofSodexho and the Dining Services Staffst Howard
University, we would like to welcome thtJ class of2008 and all
'f(Jtuming students to campus. Whether dining in Blackbum
Center orgrabbing a grabbing a mealat our "meal on tht!! run• In
the Punch Out It Is our commitment to all ofour customers to
provide the hlghost level of quality, service and value.
Dining Location Hours of Operation

Dining Location t:ours of Operation

Blackbum Caf6
Monday--Frlday
7:008.m.-9:30 p.m.
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
9:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
Lunch
2:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
Ute Lunch
Dinner
4:SO p.m.-7:00p.m.
Saturday & Holiday
Brunch
10:30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
Dinner
4:30 p.m.-6:30p.m.
Sunday
Brunch
11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m:
4:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
Dinner

Bethune Annex Mini Mart ( Convenience Store)
Monday-frtd9y
2:00 p.m.-12:00a.m.
Saturday &Sunday
12:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.

caf6 I La Cart
MOnday-friday
7:80 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

H w To Reach Us........... .

Bethune Annex
Monday-Friday
7:00a.m.-9:30 a.m.
Breakfast
11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
Lunch
Dinner
4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sunday & Holidays
·
10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Brunch
4:30 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
Dinner

,010~1·

(2

ger)

11:00 a.m.-10 p.m.
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Closed

81• hrl• S1y l 1, hf ' " " fllur

V nessa McBride
(Ad nis
Man er)

,

,~

. ~t-\~\~

20 )439 3333

Jazzman'a Caf6

(202)800-7400

8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Closed

(202)5SS. 787
(202)806-9228
(202)588-0828

College of Medlc1ne Coffee Cart
Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-2;00p.m.

(202)806-6516

Monday-Friday
Saturday & Sunday

·~

202)806-4151

The Punch Out
Monday-Thursday
Friday
Saturday & Sunday

S-576

0 806.-9597

Merfdlan Hm Marketplace ( Convenience Store)
Monday-Sunday
12:00 p.m. -10:00p.m.

S•redby Sodexho

-c'i

Dining Servi~
and Pepsi

emn
Chick- Fil AChicken Sandwich
Grilled Chicken Sandwich
8 piece Nuggets
12 piece Nuggets
Grilled Chicken Salad
Coleslaw
Waffle Fry
Brownie
Cbeeseeake
20 oz. Lemonade

$2.55
$3.19
$2.55
$3.75
$4.39
$. 90
$1.29
$ .99
$1.49
$1.29

Ola lorld Style. New World flavor
i. ...., ,,

Labretti
BLT Labretti
Italian Labrctti
Steak & Cheese Labretti
Veggic Libretti
Stromboli
Three Cheese Strombolli
Cheese Pesto Strombolli
Steak &Cheese Strombolli
Classic Strombolli
Calzone

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..1ThreeCbeesec.lzonc
Sausage & Pepper Calzone
Combos
Pasta
$4.19
#I. HamburgcrCombo
Three Cheese Pasta
$4.39
#2. Cheeseburger Combo
BakcdPcnne
$4.69
#3. Peppcrjack Onion Burger
Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken
$4.69
#4. BBQ Cheeseburger Combo
Fettuccini Alfredo
$4.49
#5. Fish Sandwich Combo
Linguine
$4.75
116. Portabelli Burger Combo
Linguine with Meatballs
$4.69
#7. Pepperjaclc Bacon Cheeseburger
Sausage, Pepper & Pasta
#8. Bacon, Mushroom Swiss Burger
$4.69
Pizza
Three Cheese
$2.99
Fish Sandwich
BBQ Chicken Pizza
Twtey Burger
S3.75
BLTPiua
$3.75
Grilled Portabella Sandwich
Buffalo Chick.en Pizza
Grilled Cheese WI Ham
SJ.19
Cheese Pim
Grilled Cheese W/ Tomato & Bacon
$3.29
Garlic Scampi Pim
$4.99
Vegan Grilled Cheese
Pepperoni Pizza
Vegan Sesame Nuggets
$4.89
Sausage & Pepperoni Pizza
8" Turkey Philly Steak
$4.99
Sausage Pizza
$4.75
8" Philly Cbeesesteak
Sandwiches
Burger
S2.99
Meatball Sandwich
$3.29
O!eeseburger
Sausage & Pepper Sandwich
$3.S9
Ba<»nBurger
Tuna Facaccia Sandwich
$3.95
Vegetable Burger
Salad
Small French Fries
$1.39
ChefSalad
$1.69
Large French Fries
Steak Caesar Salad
$1.99
Onion Rings
Sides
Large Buffalo Ranch Fries
$1.99
Garlic Knot ·
JalapelloPoppers
$3.99
Brea~tick
Ranch Wings
$4.89

$4.00
$4.30
$5.21
$4.00

r

j

••

$3.70
$3.74
$4.21
$3.03
$4.79
$4.48

$6.58
$4.76
$5.17
$3.76
$3.06
$5.18
$4.73
$5.03
$4.30
$4.00
$4.73
$318
$3.53
$3.55
$3.42
$4.65
S3.7S
$3.75
$3.7S
$3.97
$5.11
$1.00
$1.00

A New Chick-fil-A Is
Now Open.
The cows of the world have a reason to celebrate. A new Chick·fil·A
is now open. And that means n1orc reasons for people to cal
more chicken-lots more chicken. That's because you'll find the
original chicken sandwich plus other tasty creations f1un1 lhc
folk<> at Chick·fil·A. One thing's for sure, you'll have no hccf \vilh us.

·ft;t

\~Didn't InventThe Ch&r:i.

Ju-.t1ht• ( l1il. ~en SardwidL
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Bush and Kerry Speak on the Issues
Senator

John

K e1?y

•Edu cation
"Every young person
should graduate high
school, and every young
person who works hard
should be able to go to
college."
Wants a "College
Opportunity Tax Credit"
for up to $4,000 of
tuition for four years.
Promotes giving students the opportunity to
pay for college through
community service.

•Environment
"Americans have the
right to breathe unpolluted air, drink safe
water, eat healthy food,
and live in clean communities."
Promotes land cor servation and improving
the nations air quality.
Noted as an environmental champion by the
League of Conservation
Voters

• Homeland
Security
"I defended this
country as a young man,
and I will defend it as
President. We need to
make America once
again a beacon in the
world. We need to be
looked up to, not just
feared ..
Wants to reduce
America's dependency
on Middle Eastern oil.
Wants to use diplomatic negotiations, and
the appeal of our values
and ideas to solve international issues
Plans
toglobalize
the ~\Var on Terror" by
expanding the ..Coalition
of the Willing" in order to
reduce cost of American
Jives and dollars.

Pr es id e nt with his top security
advisors.
George W . Bush

Supports
quick
enactments of all the
recommendations of the
9/ 11 Commission

"No child should
be left behind"
Wants to increase
standards and accounlability\cvitl1in the school
system by requiring
testing for grade level
progression
Increased budget
spending for elemen ·
tal) and secondal)'
schools by 49%

•Health Care
"When
I
am
President, we will stop
being the only advanced
nation in the world which
fails to understand that
health care is not a privilege for the wealthy, and
the connected and the
elected; it is a right for
all \mencans."
Plans to lower family premiums by up to
$1,000 and provide
affordable prescriptions
for seniors.

•Envir onmen t

•War In Ir aq
Stands by vote to
authonze the President
to invade Iraq. Says he
would authorize any
Con1mander-in-Chief to
have the same authority, but does not believe
President Bush used
that authority wisely.
"I think the President
made a mistake in the
way he took us war."
"I will bring back this
nation's time-honored
tradition: The
United
States of America never
goes to war because we
want to; we only go to
war because we have
to. That is the standard
of our nation.··
Voted against Bush's
budget reques of $87 billion for the war in Iraq.
"If you realize the plan
is not working, you do
not give the President a
blank check to stay the
course." Says he was in
favor of reducing the
proposed tax cut to create additional funding
for troops.

•Health Car e

•Education

President George W. Bush and Senator John Kerry are trying to reach first-time voters in this
year's increasingly tight election race.

"Good
stewardship of the environ1nent is not just a
personal responsibility, it is a public value.
Americans are united
in the belief that it is
important to preserve
our natural heritage
and safeguard> the land
around us."
Want's to improve
the nation's air quality
• and water systems.
Supports cleaning
and redeveloping hazardous waste sites.
Promotes
land
conservation and stewardship.

•Hom e l a nd
Security
"America
[has]
to use our position of
unparalleled strength
and influence to create a balance of power
that favors freedom.
The United States has
a special responsibility
to help make the world
more secure."
Says that he will
strongly consider the
recommendations of
the 9/11 Commission

"All
Americans
should have access to
affordable, high-quality health care. Our
heallh care system can
provide the best care
in the world, but rising
costs and loss of control to government and
health plan bureaucrats threaten to keep
patients from getting
state-of-the-art care."
Supports private
hospitals and wants
to make medications
more affordable for
Senior Citizens.
Plans to implement
a ioo% tax deduction
for health insurance
and opposes a national
health care plan

•War on Iraq
"Iraq and Saddam
Hussein presented an
immediate danger to
America. America is
safer today than we
were with Saddam in
power."
Plans to continue
search for weapons
of mass destruction
and wants to increase
defense spending by
$15.3 billion.
Wants to "stay the
course in Iraq" and
supports maintaining
troops in Iraq until the
country is complete})
self-governing.

t

BY MAXINE MOFFET
Asst NatiOn and World Editor

Educational Policies Become Battleground for Election

BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation and World Editor

With the November elections less than three
nlonths away, President George W. Bush and his
challenger, Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) are in a
heated battle over whose policies will make college
more affordable for incoming college students.
As polls show an increasingly tight election
race, both Bush and KeIT} have spent ample time
on the campaign trail outlining their education
policies. In an attempt to reach college students
who may be voting for the first time in this year's
election--an increasingly important voting bloc-both candidates have sought to show their commitment to making the dream of higher education
a reality for all Americans who seek it.
For weeks, various polls have shown that most
Americans believe Kerry would handle education
better than Bush if elected president. These polling results come despite the bi-partisan support
Bush received from Congress when he signed his
hallmark education reforn1 bill "No Child Left
Behind."
The bill does not directly affect college freshmen, but aims to reform school systems at lower
levels so that more students have the tools nee-

essary to attend college.
Kerry, although he voted
for the bill in the Senate,
has been critical of the "No
Child I eft Behind Act .. and
in ilampaign speeches rnters
to it as a kbrokcn promise"
from the President.
· The act, which the Bush
campaign says represents
the. most significant overhaul of federal education
policy since the i96os, was
designed to create higher
standards of accountability
for students and schools,
pro\ide histonc )e\·eL of
funding for education, and
offer parents more choices
l'!loco Cnut1<1y of"'""" ranctt•lr
when it COlllt!S lo the number of schools available to
send their children. Since
its enactment, critics have charged that the act has
not lived up to its expectations due to the failure of
states to i1nplement the act properly and underfunding from the Bush Administralion.
"The 'No Child Left Behind Act' has not
entire!) lived up to the hype, .. said .John Hood,
President of the John \i\ illiam Pope Center for
Higher Education Policy. "There is a big difference
between the anticipation and the reality of what
the bill has actu.Jly accomplished.··
Hood said that the law's failure to live up to
expectations centers around how individual states
have chosen to implement the provisions in the
bill.
"Not all states are using the same yard sticks
to measure student performances," he said. "This
has taken away from the desired effect of the
Jaw...
Despite the nlixed reviews, the act has received
from la\\1nak.•rs and citizens alike, the Bush
Adn1inistration can point to significant progress
in making college more affordable for high school
graduates. According to the Bush-Cheney campaign website, the President's budget for 2005
increases funding for Pell Grants by $4.1 billion.
Thal's a 47 percent increase in funding from 2001

when Bush took office. The increase in funding or on strengthening America's security ~or up to
for Pell Grants means that the average Howard two years. In return, the student would be allowed
freshmen can now receive a maximum grant of to attend college for free.
$4,050 as opposed to the $3,750 that was being
Kerry has also 1nade the fact that only half of
awarded in 2001.
college students enrolled in universiti 'S across
The Ken) campaign has a different view of the nation actually graduate. a staple of his stump
the progress the Bush campaign says it has made speech. Hood said this fact is ..essential!) true..
in education over the past four years. On the cam- and believes the problem should be fixed at the
paign trail, Kerl)· has stated to prospective voters elen1entary level.
"We are not graduating enough students," he
that college tuition has risen 35 percent under
Bush, and that the administration has priced said. "We need to improve the offerings in high
over 200,000 students out of a college education. school curriculums because it doesn't make much
Hood agrees that college tuition has been rising- sense to give students all this aid if they can't pass
-Howard Universily implemented a tuition hike the courses."
last year of 7 percent--but said that this has not
To fix the problem, Kerry proposes a "Gear
prevented students from going to college.
Up" initiative. The initiative is designed to expand
··college tuition has been rising, but so hnn~ tutoring and mentoring programs to r~1ore stuaid program~ and fon1ily incomes," he said. ..The dents. Kerl)' also proposes strengthening high
ability of the average family to afford college has school curriculums, pro\'iding more information
been le\'eled over the years.··
to parents about high school's graduation rates,
Hood said Kerry is "not really representing and offering rewards to colleges that do a good job
reality" with his staten1ents on the campaign trail of ensuring that their students graduate.
and that "wealthy sh1dents are
paying more to go to college and
poor students are paying less."
The Kerry Campaign still
contends that President Bush
has not done enough to make
college nlorc ~ffordable for average Americ tns. On the campaign's website, they have outlined their plans to make college
more accessible to more people.
Kerry's plan calls for a ~college
Opportunity Tax Credit" on up to
$4,000 of tuition for four years
of college. The credit would be
made available to families struggling to send their children to
college, as well as students who
are working to pa} heir own way
through school. Kerry also proposes to offer students the opportunity to pay for college through
community service. Under his
community service progran1,
Kerry would allow students to
work in a school, health-center,
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on Saturday, Sept. 4. Normally,
they take the freshmen class to
Life and Style Editor
Paramount's King's Dominion
theme park in Doswell, Va.
Although orientation week
"It was a little cheaper and
may be coming to a close, and
we wanted to do something difclass will soon interfere with
ferent this year," Coleman said.
all the great parties, fear not
Some freshmen who had
Class of 2008- the Campus
heard from upperclassmen about
Pal events are not done yet.
the traditions oforientation week
The Campus Pals' wele>.-pressed disappointment with
come for the newest Bison,
the switch.
which began on Aug. 15, has
"I would have rather gone to
already seen a "Meet Your Pal
King's Dominion instead, so that
Night," an "Ice Cream Social,"
I could experience something
a movie night on the Yard and
BY KEITH LAING
different," Riddle said. "I can go
Life and Style Editor
a "Dating Game." Remaining
to Six Flags at home. I'm sure it'll
events scheduled include a
still be fun though."
Year after year, orientation variety show, a. dance and a
Several upperclassmen have
week finds freshmen getting tnp to Six Flags.
acclimated with new things.
said they were dismayed with
Several freshmen said
the switch, but April Mccowen,
New surroundings, new free- they were impressed with the
doms, new responsibilities and, first few events and wanted to
a sophomore biology major from
of course, new friends.
Woodbridge, Va., shares a differsee what else the Pals have in
ent perspective.
Students meet new peo- store.
ple in the cafe, on the Yard,
"I think Six Flags is better
"Everything was really
than King's Dominion," she said.
in line in the administration good," said Brittani Riddle,
building and at Campus Pal a broadcast journalism
"I can understand wanting to
Marllent H1n1horn .. Sia11 Pholognoph<r
experience Something different,
events, among other places. major from Decatur, Ga. "It
Campus Pals like senior Ian Ward will have many more opportunities to interact with freshmen students but as a native of the area, I'm
Often, these chance meetings was a great opportunity for
always going to King's Dominion,
develop into bonds that will freshmen to meet each other. because the organization's events will continue into the first week of classes.
last the length of their time at I am looking forward to the
so I'd prefer going to Six Flags. I
think they'll like it."
Howard University, and per- rest of the events because I think they will be a lot of
for freshn1en in the Blackburn Ballroom. The dress
haps beyond.
It appears to some that the orientation events have
fun and continue to bring the students closer together." code for the event will be casual and tickets were includAn example of such fast
Tomorrow, the Pals will present their annual variety ed in the Pal Packs sold by the group. They can also be done their job and impressed the Class of 2008. With
friendships is the relationship show at 7 p.m. in Cramton Auditorium. Former presi- purchased individually at the Cran1ton box office for three events left, it remains to be seen whether or not
between seniors Cora Atkinson, dent of the Campus Pals, Cubie Coleman, promises the $10. According to pal Shaunte! Brown, a sophomore the fun will continue.
Erika McDaniel and Anika show will feature something for everyone - from com- from Baltimore, Md., freshmen attempting to purchase
"The Campus Pals are a good organization," Riddle
Seals. According to Atkinson, edy to dancing to poetry.
tickets at the box office should be prepared to present said. "They have been very organized and helpful. I've
really enjoyed myself."
a television production major
"It's going to be one of the most memorable experi- their capstone cards.
from Clinton, Md., the three ences you'll ever have at Howard," the senior broadcast
"It is going to be fantastic," Brown said. "It will
have been inseparable since journalism major said. "You'll never forget it. I still give everyone a chance to unwind after the first week of
For more information on the Campus Pals and
McDaniel, her roommate in the remember my freshmen orientation events and I'm school and have a great time ·without leaving campus."
their events, visit http://www.angelfire.com/biz5/
Quad, introduced her to Seals, about to graduate."
Finally, the Pals will break with tradition when campuspals/
one of McDaniel's class1nates in
Next Friday, the Pals ·will hold an on-campus dance they take a trip to Six Flags America in Largo, Md.
the School of Business.
"They're like my sisters,"
Atkinson said. "They are my
best friends at school. We do
everything together. I just realized that they were good girls
and I was going to know them BY JANA HOMES
for a while."
Hilltop Staff Writer
McDaniel, a marketing
major, shared similar sentiAs the Fall 2004 semester
ments. She said simply, "I love begins at Howard University,
them."
the campus is swarming with the
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
She said she was especial- faces of new freshmen, many of
Asst. Campus Editor
ly surprised about her quickly whom are dawning looks ranging
formed bond with Atkinson.
from elation at their newfound
From flip-flops to Fendi
"I heard so many bad sto- freedom to confusion about the
pumps, the Class of 2008 has
ries about roommates [before university's procedures.
hit the campus of. Howard
coming to Howard], that I
In typical HU style, returnUniversity, with personal style
didn't think I'd get along with ing students are here to welin tow. However, their ability
my roommate once I got here," come freshmen to the Bison
to be one of the Mecca's most
she said. "I was very surprised family, beginning with a move
fashionable groups has yet to
that we clicked so well."
in effort by a group of returnbe determined.
Atkinson and Seals both ing students, coordinated by the
The
September issue
said that their personalities Office of Residence Life, that
of Ebony Magazine names
compliment each other, which took place on Friday, Aug. 13
Howard as one of the most
has allowed their friendship to and continued through Saturday,
fashionable universities in the
thrive.
Aug. 14· The group included delnation, and a definite fashion
"We all balance each other egations from the Campus Pals,
leader among historically black
out," Seals said. "We're all Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
colleges, so freshmen have a
from different places and dif- Inc., Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Sharo 0. Ta~ lor· Campu,•Onhnc Editor
high standard to meet. Even
ferent backgrounds. It's very Inc., the National Achievement Orientation week provides many sophomores with the opportunity to impart their wisdom on the ways
with only a few opportunities
interesting to me that we ended Scholars, the Gentlemen of Drew of Howard to all who will listen.
to see the upperclassmen style
up being as close as we did. Social Club, the Ladies of the
in action so far, many freshmen
It's never boring. We all have Quad, and many other student year experience, had advice HU adn1inistration, which has keep every document given to
say they have spotted or heard
impart to the incoming students a record of not being accom- them by the university to avoid
[adventurous] spirits, so we're organizations.
something about Howard's
always doing different things."
But some of the continu- that they ·wished someone had modating.
later complications and mainunofficial dress code.
Atkinson described herself ing students have more to offer shared with them before they
"I still have stuff from fresh- tain written proof of the interac"I have noticed people
as the jokester of the group, the Class of 2008 than manual began their academic careers at man year that I thought I'd never tions.
dress up a lot here. They have
HU.
Seals as the maternal one and labor.
need I again, but I'm not getting
Everette Callaway, a preon sandals and heels, even
One of their most adamant rid of it until I graduate," said pharmacy major, suggests that
Erika as the enforcer.
The sophon1ores, the most
when it is raining outside,"
recent group to endure the first declarations is that students Katie Chipungu, a math major,
See FRIENDS, News 6
should learn to work with the who thinks that students should
See SOPHOMORES, News 6
See FASHION, News 6
BY KEITH LA ING

First Week
Bond Lasts a
Lifetime

Sophomores Share Wisdom With Class of 2008

Freshmen
Find HU
Fashions
Fascinating

2 LIFE & STYLE

BY JANA HOMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

The Chocolate City. The capital.
The district. However you choose
to refer to Washington, D.C., for the
remainder of your collegiate career,
the best way to describe IT is with one
word-home.
The district, referred to as the
Chocolate City due to its estin1ated
sixty percent Black population, is a
prime location for a historically black
university. But many non-local students have their doubts about relocating.
"My grandma said don't come to
D.C. because they're going to bomb
the school," said Camille Swoope, a
freshman marketing major. Swoope
said she was not deterred by the security warnings and concerns about
another terrorist attack.
In addition to the national safety
concerns that plague one contemplating a move to the district, local crime
issues have also been a deterrent.
"I thought D.C. was really dangerous and [was afraid] I'd be shot
post haste, but I realized it was just
like any other city," said Odiri Dafe, a
sophomore majoring in political science. He also said that the key to staying safe in the district is to make wise

choices about where you go, when,
and with whom.
"If you want to walk down Hobart
Street in the middle of the night by
yourself, that's a choice you make,"
Dafe said, "But if you want be safe,
don't."
He suggested going to locations
such as Georgetown, where there
are many shops, or Adams Morgan,
which has an abundance of restaurants. Many returning students agree
that Adams Morgan is one of the best
and closest places to go off campus.
"Visiting Adams Morgan submerges you in diverse cultures and
vibrancy. There are a great many
great restaurant and clubs, with
varying ethnic themes," said Rochee
Jeffrey, a junior majoring in political
science, from Montgomery County,
Md., which borders the district. She
pointed to Azteca, a restaurant and
club, as her favorite spot for it's delicious Mexican dishes and Salsa lessons.
Despite the fact that she has lived
close to the district for five years, she
still finds residing in the city to be
exciting.
"The experience of living in D.C.
has been eye-opening because it has
truly exi>osed me to great cultural
opportunities such as Chinatown,

UJRUEA\ §Jp>JE\\J1'(
To paraphrase an old adage, when in the
Urea, speak as the Ureans do. Here's your
guide to local verbal stylings, as told to the
Hilltop by those that know best - natives
of the metro area.
Bama - A person who engages in
anything thought to be uncool, outside
of the norm and/or social mores; simply
stupid.
Blown - extremely disappointed
Geekin' - see Lunchin'
Grittin' - A usually unwarranted
nonverbal form of hating; see Muggin'.
Ji'e Like (Jive Like) - extremely
Jo'nt (Joint) - Any and everything, as in
"That jo'nt from the jo'nt last night was
the jo'nt!'
Lunchin'- acting in a goofy manner or
not thinking clearly.
Muggin' - 1) looking at someone with an
expression of disgust or dislike.
2) Wearing an unhappy expression.
Seis - A state of extreme elation
Seisty - Anything that causes one to be
seis.

D.C. Offers Many Diverse
Entertainment Options
BY JAMEELAH BROUGHTON
Asst. Life and Style Editor

August 23, 2004 is the start
of a new life for many incoming
students. It is the beginning of
life-long friendships, self-exploration, and an introduction of
new places. Luckily, the District
provides an array of places
catered to your social needs.
Lorey Anderson, a transfer
student from El Can1ino College
in Torrance, CA said, "I look forward to e>.i>eriencing the entertainment DC has to offer. From
what I hear there are no strips
that compare to the notorious
Crenshaw and Sunset in L.A."
Elana Williams, a graduating
senior, said she looks forward
to enjoying the traditional hot
spots in Adams Morgan, such as
Common Share and Tom Toms.
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"I like going to those spots
because it is a cool 'Howard
hang out' for upperclassmen, but
when I feel like doing something
different in Adams Morgan, I go
to Felix on Monday which is oldschool hip hop night. Tryst is a
just-to-chill type cafe; Bukoms
is full of Caribbean food and flavor. I love the Caribbean hits
that Timerhi's never fails to play,
and the Reefs rooftop gives you
an excellent view of the Adams
Iv1organ strip. They also serve
organic food during the day."
Yet, some students, such as
sophomore Jackesha Williams,
are looking forward to a completely different way of enjoying
their time.
"I have had my share of fun
in Adams Morgan and at the
club so I look forward to plan-

ning little get a ways with my
friends, like going horseback
riding in Va., or attending plays
and live music in DC, Philly and
New York. I want to take a trip
to Atlantic City and chill out on
the beach."
When it comes to the
District, many places cater to
college students and the international population.
Upon attending Howard,
students generally visit the monuments and museums. However,
most incoming students find it
pleasing to talk with new people on the Yard or in the dorm
and get acquainted with their
immediate surroundings. They
find that their involvement in
campus activities allows them
to balance social and academic
responsibilities at Howard.

.....JP>A\JRl1f\'

......CCll-llllllJL

1.DREAM Nightclub-This sophisticated club has a very mature audience.
Top entertainers are known for performing here whenever they are in DC.
2. H20- It's by tne waterfront...
enough said I!!
3.THE COMMON SHARE in Adams
Morgan- Thursday night seems to be
Howard night. It is really small but
there is no cover charge.
4. REPUBLIC GARDENS-This highclass club is right around the corner
from the Towers on 9th.and U Street
5. TIMERHIS- This hot club "down
under" never fails to play the best
Caribbean songs out.
6. Heaven Nightclub (formerly
Club Up)- Weekly shuttles from the
Quad will make this tiny club a freshman favorite.
7. Home Nightclub- 18 and up on
Sunday nights makes l11is fancy spot a
perfect 3-day weekend destination.

1. TRYST in Adams Morgan- Try
their nachos. You get enough for two
people for only $6. It's a great date
place.
2. KRAMERS BOOK STORE AND
24-HOUR CAFE in Dupont Circle· If
you like sweets their desert selection is
heavenly.
3. EASTERN MARKET- It's an
excellent outing to pick up fresh fruit,
antiques and artwork on Saturday and
Sunday from 12-4pm. Take the orange
or blue line and exit Eastern Market.
4. GEORGETOWN- You can do dinner a movie, shop or just hang out.
5. THE YELLOW LINE- Taking the
train can be an outing in itself. The yellow
line runs through DC starting at Mount
Vernon and ends in Huntington, Va. You
can get to the Pentagon City, Reagan
National Airport and the Eisenhower
movie theatre. It is a really relaxing
ride with a great view along the way.

Adams Morgan, U Street and the
museums, monuments, and art
that can be found in the city,"
Jeffrey said.
Other places that have been
mentioned as favored hang outs
of Howard students are the
Fashion Centre at Pentagon City,
which sprawls over two sides of
four floors, packed to the brim
with retailers, including Express,
French Connection, Sam Goody,
Foot Locker, and Karibu Books.
The facility also has restaurants
not found on Howard's campus, such as Taco Bell, Johnny
Rockets, and Villa Pizza.
"I love Pentagon City. We go
all the time. I buy way too much
makeup out of the Sephora and
spend too much in Forever 21. My
friends have to stop me from buying some stuff," said Tracy Javier,
a sophomore majoring in psychology from Bellflower, Calif.
One of the things Javier said
she likes most about the district
is the metro system, with its easyto-navigate lines and convenient
stops near many of the attractions
she frequents.
"We don't have a subway
where I'm from, so when I got
here, it was new to me. It helps

though. We can get around without a car. But some of the people
are a little scary," Javier said.
A concern n1any students have
is, dealing with those in the community that surrounds campus.
Others find it to be just a matter
of following a few rules.
"Five points of advice: Be very
open minded, leave the hometown
pride at the door, try new cultural
experiences, think smart not hard,
and treat others in the community
as you would want them to treat
you in your community," said
Brandon Brice, a senior majoring
in international business.
Brice said he hopes students
coming to the district for the
first time will leave campus and
explore the entire city during their
time here.
"Venture out to Adams
Morgan and Dupont and Farragut
North and West," Brice further
advised. "I like the vVaterfront and
Georgetown. I go and hang out
downtown at the National Mall. I
also like U Street and I think HU
students don't take advantage of
[it]. They should go there more
often."

Students Search for Quality
Meals On and Off Campus
BY LAUREN SMITH
Contributing Writer

Hungry? Already tired of
the cafe? Not to worry, there
are other eating options on and
off campus.
For new students, the first
exposure to Howard dining
often comes in the Blackburn
and Annex cafeterias.
Patrick Ricks reminisces on
his days of eating in the cafe.
"The food got increasingly
worse as time went on," the
junior filn1 production major
said.
When asked about advice
that he would offer freshmen
dining on campus, Ricks said,
"Wherever you eat, make sure
you eat enough so you won't
be hungry for the rest of the
night."
Many upperclassmen, like
Brian Jackson, are regular
patrons of the other Blackburn
eateries.
"I'm a picky eater, so when
I have to eat on campus I prefer the restaurant. I can order
basic chicken meals with my
choice of two sides and a drink
for a good price," Jackson said.
Some students living in
dormitories farther from main
campus said the trip back to
campus n1ight be too nn1ch for
a meal. Students in Meridian
tend to enjoy dining in Adams
Morgan at 181h Street. "The
Diner is my favorite!" junior
Jonathan Woods said.
"As a transfer student, I
only had a meal plan for one
semester which was not too
bad, but the operation hours of
the cafe conflicted with my class
schedule, so I wasn't able to eat
there much," Woods said.
Whether the cafe is the primary option or just a backup
plan for those who n1n out of
dining dollars, having a meal
plan is always beneficial. A lit-

\tarltnt lla•lhronr.- St. 11' Fholo,~rti..-r

Members of the Class of 2008
enjoy a meal in the Blackburn
Cafeteria. Soon, they may
be looking elsewhere in their
times of hunger.

tle known fact about having a
1neal plan is that students are
not restricted to eating in the
cafe. The Punch Out deducts
a small amount from your bill
with every meal.
Additional options include
venturing off campus to destinations such as Dupont
Circle and the aforementioned
Adams Morgan. Both remain
among the most popular spots
to eat around the city and provide a fun social atmosphere
people can enjoy on the weekend. Dupont Circle is also
metro accessible and contains
restaurants with good food and
reasonable prices.
Other popular locations
include downtown Washington,
which contains restaurants such
as Ruby Tuesday and Chipotle.
Food, fun and games, can be
found at the ESPN Zone and
Dave and Buster's.
For years Howard students have frequented the
Georgia Avenue restaurants,
such as McDonald's, Five Guys,
Subway, Howard China and
Cluck U Chicken, which are the
closest meal options to campus.

"You1ust have to go explore
different options for yourself,"
said Ashley Peters, a sophomore majoring in marketing.
"But for freshmen, the cafe
is one of the best options for
meeting people and socializing,
besides the Yard."
Veterans of Howard maintain that there are plenty of
options to keep students from
going hungry. As for eating on
campus versus off, several students said that the cafe is better
than nothing, but implored students to get there earlier than
later to avoid the long lines and
the relatively early closings.
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RO'''ING T0,,7ARD HISTORY
BY ASHLEY ROSS

can help bring the sport to more
Sports Ediror
P'~ple, but I never think .1bout
myself ac; nn)thing sp<>cial."
For most African Americans,
Ironically, Abdullah did not
when it comes to sports names discover exactly how special and
such as Jackie Robinson, i\tichael talented he was in rO\\ing until
Jordan, and Tigt•r Woods easily his senior year of high sd1ool.
come to mind. While their time- Born and raised in Washington,
less contribution~ transformed D.C., he playt.>d \\ide receiver for
their respective sports phenome- \\'oodrow \\'ilson
nally, this ongoing list of extraorHigh School and was recruitdinary Afric.m Ame1ican athletes ed by sen•ral colleges. WJ1en two
do not begm nor end with these friends persuaded hin1 to join
indi\iduals.
their crew team, the rest was hisAcross the sens in .\thens, tory.
Aquil Abdullah is trailblazing
Abdullah went on to gradutoward this notcworthv list of ate with a degree in physics from
athletes.
George Washington University
Abdullah is the first African in 1995. Then in 2000, Abdullah
Alnerican male to row for the became the first black to ,,;n the
U.S. Olympic Team, and is cur- Diamond Sculls race at England's
rently two races away from win- Henley Royal Regatta.
ning an Olympic medal in the
Now just four years later,
double sculls event. Abdullah Abdullah has a chance to make
and partner Henry Nuzum fin- history yet again.
ished third in a five-tean1 field to
~rve b en all over the world,
ad,·ance to the semifinals. The made friends all over world, and
pressure is on Abdullah since the had amazing ex'Periences," he
U.S. has not won a medal in the said. kThe dedication and camadouble sculls event in almost 20 raderie you see throughout the
years. Despite being so close to sport ha\e really helped me in
accomplishing this great feat, my journey to become a better
Abdullah remams a modest pio- human being."
neer in the sport of ro\\ing.
The strenuous physical and
"I'm just a regular Joe who mental demands placed on most
happened to try rowing and got rowers are generally unknown.
luck1· that it matched the talent I Overshadowed by more popular
actually have," he said. "I under- and mainstream sports, many
stand I have a responsibility if I times rowing does not receive

the rqspcct and atll'ntion it
deserves.
According to '' ordiq.oom.
rowing is unusual in the demands
it places on competitors. The
standa1 ,l r.ice distance of 2,000
meters is long enough to have
a large endurance element, but
short enough (typically 5.5 to 7.5
minutes) to feel like a sprint. This
means that rowers h:we some of
the highest power outputs of any
athletes.
Rowing compresses the rowers' lungs and lin1ils the amount
of oxygen available. 111erefore
roWl'rs must adapt their breathing to their stroke pattern,
inhaling and exhaling twice per
stroke.
For most Olympians breathing is the least of their worrie.s,
but for Abdullah, who suffered
an asthma attack in the last race
of the 2000 Games qualifiers
Oosing by 0.33 seconds), breathing has been another obstacle he
has had to overcome.
.. Being so close showed I
was c~pablc and could do it."
Abdullah said.
As a silver 1nednlist in the.
1999 Pan-American Games, a
five-time national team member,
and a hvo·time U.S. national
champion in the single sculls in
1996 lnd 2002, Abdullah is more
than capable of making history
yet again.

No Se ...
Puerto Rico left Team USA Speechless
BY ZACHARY KENWORTHY
Sport.; Editor

(Right) Carlos
Arroyo of
Puerto Rico
went on a
rampage
dropping 24
points against
Team USA.
(Above) The
only way
to loosen a
light-gripped
"D" is to add
Greece:
a no-look
pass from
the top of
the key was
eye candy
for the fans,
but wasn't
enough to get
by the US.
(Far Right)
Jason Smith
took the
Aussie saying "Down
Under" a little
too seriously
as he was
caught under

·rn1 humiliated, not for the loss-I can always
deal with thu wins and losses-hut rm disappointed because I had a job to do as coach, to get
us to understand how we're supposed to play as
a team, and I don't think we did that,"' confessed
a dejrcted Larry Brown on Sunday after another
lad luster performance by his 01Ympic squad."
By now, the loss to Puerto Rico is as yesterday, histoI). The fact still remains, Sunday
was the us· first Olympic loss in 12 years, over
three Olympic appearances and 24 games since
the NBA players were allowed in competition in
1992. Another stunning fact, Team USA- a team
con1plied of only two players with Finals experience was un.1ble to hit from the perimeter: a
fact that was highlighted by an appalling 3 for
24 from beyond the 3-point line the blowout to
Puerto Rico.
"\Ve didn't play at all and
left the opponents to destroy
us,"' admitted an apologetic
Allt•n Iverson on Monday as he
refused to n1akc• any excuses.
In what was thP "111"'-t loss
for Team USA in the Olvmpics
history, Iverson and his teammates missed an unprecedented
16 straight from behind the arc.
\Vith little help in the middle,
big man Tim Duncan was continually double teamed and
could only muster 15 points,
which put the pressure back on
the flailing outside attack. The
team's 22 turnov, rs didn"t help
matters as the route \\1\S firmly
in place with a 22-point halftime lead for the Islanders.
The big question that
1001ned over Brown's head is
whether or not his team could
tum the comer \\ith equal!)
difficult matches coming up
against Greece, Australia and
Lithuania.
After the MDream" Team
US.\ was left in a perpetual twoday nightmare, the first step to
waking up came on Tuesday
as the US squeaked by host
country Greece in a 77-71 victory The score wasn't what was
important; whether six points
or sixty points, a win is a win
and Team USA rebounded to
come to an even .500.

Again, the threes weren't falling as the US
shot 19% (4-of-21) from lwhind the arc.
And vcstcrda\. Team USA went hack to basic
fundamentals - ciefonse.).tissed assignments and
open looks gave the Australia team n 12-point
first half lead. It took the US players three quarters, but b) tht end ot the third they made: the
proper adjust1nents and at tht• start of the fourth
the Aussie lead was two.
Limiting the Aussies to just on bucket in the:
first 5:20 of the fourth, the US went on a 14-2 run
and ended the Aussie"s hope of an upset with a
89-79 victory.
It was evident that temns have adjusted to the
vs· styIt• of play and on last ~tonday Bro\\ n admitSee USA, News 6
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Want to Meet Them in a Dark Alley
,

USA's Judo Squad in Athens

,..,.,,,,,,~..

I

Jimmy Pedro
Event(s)
Lightweight (73kg/161lbs)
Birthdate October 30, 1970
Birthplace Danvers, Massachusetts
College Brown
Residence Methuen, Massachusetts

-

Alex Ottiano
Event(s)
H a l f
.ightweight (66kg/ 145lbs)
Birthdate February 4,

Martin Boonzaayer
Event(s)
H
(100+kg/ 220+lbs)
Birthdate
November 1, 1972
Birthplace
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Height 6'1" / 185 cm
CollegeArizona State
Residence
Hoffman Estates, Illinois

I

976
Birthplace Providence,
lhode Island
Height 5'7" / 170 cm
Weight145 lbs I 65.8 kgs
College Brown
Residence Lawrence,
v.lassachusetts

Brian Olson
Event(s)
Middleweight
(9okg/198lbs)
Birthdate March 6, 1973
Birthplace Tallahassee,
Florida
Height 6'3" / 190 cm
Residence B o u l d e r ,
Colorado

je

r ay
Extra Lightweight

Events)
(6okg/13 bs)
1
ate November 9, 1984
Birthplace Bronx, New York
Height 5'7" I 170 cm
Weight132 lbs I 59.9 kgs
CollegeLong Island University
Residence Bronx, New York

(

(

"'

Images and bios courtesy of www.nbcolympics.com

-

'

•

Rhadi Ferguson
Event(s)
Half
Heavyweight
(1ookg/22olbs)
Birthdate April 3, 1975
Birthplace Portland, Oregon
Height 5'9" I 175 cm
Weight220 lbs/ 99.8 kgs
CollegeHoward University
Residence Colorado
Springs,
Colo.

Student-Athlete
While at Howtzrd Unive1·sity in Washington, D.C., Ferguson
played running back and ran track-- the 55-meter dash during indoor
track season, and the sprint relays outdoors. He graduated in 1997
with a bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering. After the Sydney
Olympics, Ferguson returned to Howard to earn a master's degree in
teaching with a concentration in secondary education; he maintained
a perfect 4.0 grade-point average. He is pursuing a Ph.D. in education
from Capella University, an online institution based in Minneapolis.
He has four classes remaining, plus the comprehensive exams and dissertation.
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DISCOVER THE VVORLD
OF THE SCRIPTURES.
VVHO VVAS THERE?
THE ANSVVER VVILL
SURPRISE YOU}
The Literature of the Old Testament
BSOT 200 CRN 85745 Sec 01 3 Credits
Meets Tues 3: 10-5:30 in 200 Locke Hall
Professor: Dr. Alice Bellis
•

The Literature of the New Testament
BSNT 200
CRN 85746 Sec 01. 3 Credits
Meets Wed 2: 10-4:30 in 238 Douglass Hall
Professor: Dr. Cain Hope Felder
For more information, contact:
Ms. McDonald-Kaufman at (202) 806-7282
Office of the Dean of the Chapel
A Program of the Spiritual and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership
Initiative at Howard University - Funded by the Lilly Endowment, Inc.
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Beware of the Apathetic Upperclassmen!

Pu5HING

IGN AN1"
1

Mu$IC i:oR
PROFIT

Ifs Freshmen Week and you, make sure that you don't \vill outweigh the bad.
alas, your career at Howard do the same.
Just remember: take others'
begins. By now, you've heard a
~Iake sure to get involved
bad experiences with a grain
lot of things about Howard.
in the things that interest you. of salt. Sure, it's great to seek
You may be excited about There are a plethora of great advice from those who have
the things that you've heard, clubs and organizations here come before you- and don't get
but perhaps you've come across to be affiliated \vith. ~1ake u wrong, Howard does have its
a disgruntled upperclassmaa or plans to study abroad during shortcomings- but it is importwo who may have
tant to !'emember that
•
given you a tainted
no matter where you
view of Howard.
go, you \vill run into
Ask any upperobstacles. Howard can
classman what they
Build a good foundation for be looked at as a microthink about how
cosm of life: it is fu ll of
yourself
this
year
in
order
Howard life krealgood times, struggles,
ly is" and you're
and yes, even hard
avoid
beco11iing
apathetic
bound to hear
work. The quicker you
bitter accounts of
learn how to navigate
towards
Howard.
trips to the adminthe unfavorable situaistration building
tions, the better off you
or loathing about
will be in the years to
dorm
visitation
come.
restrictions.
Upperclassmen your tenure or perhaps inquire
So don't listen to apathetic
always have a range of stories about how to gain a position of upperclassmen if they grumble
md when you've been here for leadership. Take an interesting and complain about life here at
a while, it's easy to become cal- class and learn something new. the Mecca. Instead, create you
loused to how great this place \\lhen you work towards having own path, shape your own expereally is. Many of us take a positive experience, you'll be rience \vith a positive attitude,
Howard for granted, so while ok when an occasional situation get involved, and by all means
everything is fresh and new to does not go your way-the good keep up your enthusiasm.
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Nelly Plans to ''P.I.M.P.'' Scholars
Nelly recently announced t ing someone up to be embar- the P.I.M.P. Scholars Program
his plan to award one disadvan- rassed soon after their excite- may grab the attention of young
taged male -and one female with ment dies down.
minorities w 'lo think the title is
$5,000 in January through his
Secondly we wonder why cool. It could promote ·ducaPositive Intellectual ?vlotivated Nell} is only choosing two recip- tion for young aspiring Nellys
Person Scholars Program.
ients? Why can't the multi-plat- who may not have even conIt sounded wonderful until inum rapper send more disad- sidered going to college until
we realized that there was a vantaged kids to college? He their role model suggested it.
catch (peep the P.I.M.P. acro- clearly has enough money to The person who is awarded to
nym). The Hilltop can
scholars hip
appreciate
Nelly's
could turn
effort to send students
out to be the
to college because
nex1 Oprah
many o~ us wouldn't
or
future
be here without the Applaud Nelly's scholarsliip effort, president.
help of financial aid or
Despite
but
the
title
is
a
Jiit
and
scholarships. However,
any
argu•
the P.I.M.P. title takes
ments, Nelly
11llSS.
away from his whole
is definitely
vision.
sending peoCan you imagine
ple to school
the look on an administrator's co· 0\\11 the Charlotte Bobcats and we have to clap for that
face when one of few black stu- and spend millions on his lav- But at the end of the day, we all
dents at a predominately white ish lifestyle. We wonder if this know Nelly could have chosen
university proudh shouts that could be a ploy to prmnote lfis a more appropriate t itle for his
they zn: the recipient of the Pimp Ju1..:e energy drink, or cre- scholarship. If anyone is interP.I.?-1.P scholarship? Not every ate a buzz surrounding his new- ested in applying, the de.'ldline
school would 'lccept or respect e~t album. We havt to question is December 29.
the achievement like an HBCU Nelly's motives a little.
You' might just
get
might. We wonder if this is setWe do recognize the fact that PIMPED!
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The narrow strip of brick leave that to your in1agination. can understand the need to
in front of the Quad will never
For all of you who are feel- enforce some campus security
be the same again. What used ing disgruntled that you n1ay just to make sure students are
to serve as a vibrant social not have the chance to sit, we safe walking alone or they do
scene and hangout for the will give you a few reasons not not gel harassed on such an
freshmen (and upperclassmen to miss it. Girls, the Booty Wall open campus.
seeking freshmen) will now be was definitely a spot for predaWe also agree that if there
strictly regulated by campus tors and you would bt the pre,. are restrictions placed on the
police shouting "Ke1 ~P it mov- Random men fro n al over DC Booty Wall then f-eshmen will
ing!~ accor<.ling tc
find son1e\• here else
some insider· . If
to go. ?vlaybe it will
you wonder why we
be the valley or the
are misty-eyed here While the Booty Wall will be yard, instead of the
at the Hilltop, you
wall.
There isn't
have to ask some no 1nore, it will always have a really a way to keep
upperclassmen.
people from standing
No matter what
place in OUr hearts.
around in front of a
was going on, the
building where most
Booty Wall was full
of the freshmen girls
of people having a good time would purposefully park their live. However, we know that if
freshman year. It was the land- cars in front of the Quad in the police are deep it will scare
mark that you Wl'rc back from order to catch you on your way away the predators!
2K9 or the destination tor many out. A whole bunch of "Hey
Though we will have :Uooty
Drew heads. Love was found. gi rls~ or ~PSSSSSts" were heard Wall nostalgia, none of us will
Memories were made. Quality fro1n men lurking in the bush- be out picketing. But we will
time was spent talking end- es or their cars. If you were certaini} reminisce about the
lessly on the brick wall about into that then it was fine but time spent on the wall.
absolutely nothing. Why was it a good 80 percent of us found
called the Booty Wall? We >vill it annoying. So us Hilltoppers
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All HILLTOPICS

Are due, paid in full,
the Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words and
$1 for every additional
five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or selling
are charged as local
companies lvith a rate
of $10 for first 20 words
and $2 for every 5 words
thereafter.

To Ruth and Poet
I . -. · lUf fi
h \ l'. \\ l 1

I would like to thank you guys
for helping with the layout hil ~
I was feeling down, without you
guys the paper would't have been
done until tnidnight.
MuchLuv,
Arion
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Students!! Now, Use Your
Preferred Bma11 Address! !
Each student has a Howard University Email Address. You
can now receive your Howard University email in an email
account of , l)Ll1 ct1u1c(;) ,
e.g., Hotmail, AOL Mail, Yahoo Mail, etc.
Register your Preferred E111ail Addres in Banner Web:
Go to the Howard University Home page ( v\vw.howard.
edu )
Click on BisonWeb
Click on Key (Login to Secore Area)
o Enter User ID and PIN
o Click on Login
0

Click on the Personal Information button

OfFI U: G BRIO \l PACKAC.t..S

To View your present E-mail Address(es)
o Click on: View E-maiJ Addresss(es) link
o To Return for additional Banner option(s)
Click on the Back Button
To Add/Change your Preferred E-mail Address(es)
o Click on: Add/Change Prefeired E-mail Address(es) link
o To make updates: Follow directions at the top of the page
Supply the requested information
Click on the Submit box
Your Preferred Email Address will take effect on the next
business day!!
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